Reception

Traditional Tales

Communication and Language

Mathematics

Expressive Arts and Design

To be confident to speak in a large
group.

To create simple representations
of people and objects.

To speak in full sentences.

To have a deeper understanding of
number through the use of 5
frames.

To be able to explain their own
ideas.

To use language related to time
and sequence events.

To make different models and explain in detail what they have
made.

To sustain concentration on an
activity for a longer period of time.

To find one more and one less
than a number.

Build up a range of favourite songs
to sing independently.

To learn rhymes, songs and
poems.

To use positional language to
decide where an object is.

To sing songs in a group.

Physical Development

Personal. Social and Emotional
Development

Show some good practice with
regards to exercise and eating.

To begin to resolve conflicts with
their peers independently.

Travel with confidence and skill
around, under, over and through
balancing equipment.

To be able to respond to other
children’s ideas.

Develop their small motor skills by
using a range of tools and
equipment.

Literacy

To take turns and share
independently.
Continue to build healthy
relationships with others.

To begin to use phonics sounds to
record their ideas
To write a simple sentences
independently.
To begin to read words and simple
sentences whilst using their phonic
knowledge to sound out words.
To recognise key words by sight.
To recall information about
stories.

Opportunities for SMSC
This half term the children will be
working closely with their peers in
different activities , giving them the
opportunity to speak to a range of
children and find out about them.
Children have the opportunity to take
in learning about different worldwide
festivals taking place this term.
Understanding the World
To talk about their immediate family
and community.
Name and describe people who are
familiar to them.
Compare and contrast characters from
stories.
Draw information from a simple map.
Value of the Term

Independence

